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At the University of Dallas, we are 
preparing students for careers yet to exist. 
The alumni featured in our first “Smart 
List” are all living that statement out in 
different ways: Ashleigh Russell is creating 
new businesses in Spain; Brittany Cameron 
is shaping sustainable communities; and 
Sean Lewis is teaching classic texts at a 
unique, new Catholic college.
In a changing world, we must look to a tradition that focuses on what is unchanging about human life to 
help us understand and adapt.
A liberal arts education hones the most important tool human beings have been afforded — not 
opposable thumbs, but a higher intellect. It’s not a matter of acquiring information, but developing the 
skills that aid one in acquiring information.
Reading, writing and critical thinking are necessary abilities to master information and adapt to change. 
These skills will never go out of style or become obsolete. Rather, these essential skills afford people the 
flexibility and agility to move with the economic and technological changes of the time.
For example, the practice of reading, understanding, analyzing and writing about the philosophy of 
St. Augustine is a skill that will later make one an effective business leader. The discipline of reading and 
writing turns into muscle memory that will last a lifetime.
In this day and age, in order for students to realize a return on their college investments, their education 
must prepare them for careers yet to be invented. College should not be merely the process of securing 
a diploma or acquiring an apprenticeship in a craft, but an effort dedicated to acquiring knowledge and 
honing the essential skills that will allow you to adapt.
A truly great education will produce students who are able to, as noted above, read, write and think 
critically about an array of diverse subjects; such an education will also prepare an individual for a life that 
fulfills the obligations of a citizen in a powerful democracy. Some 2,500 years ago in Greece, the Athenians, 
in accepting the role of citizenship, swore in an oath of loyalty to “transmit this city not only not less, but 
greater, better and more beautiful than it was transmitted to us.”
Education is a powerful tool that has the capacity to assist future generations in confronting the 
tremendous challenges they will encounter. We have the duty to prepare them as thoroughly as possible if 
we hope for a great tomorrow.
EDUCATION FOR A CHANGING WORLD
FIRSTWORD
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SMART LIST
UD smart goes far beyond mere 
intelligence, as shown by those 
on our first list of promising 





The Philosophy of Giving 10
The university’s single largest gift,  
$12 million from Satish and Yasmin Gupta, 
has Philosophy Department origins.
An Anniversary at Due Santi 11
The Eugene Constantin Campus celebrates 
two decades and its position as one of the 
nation’s most popular study abroad programs.
Sabbatical Down South 12
Associate Professor Sue Conger reflects 
on the first half of her whirlwind sabbatical 
south of the equator.
Rewards of the Heart 18
UD alumni are quietly shaping thousands 






THEN & NOW 13
While study methods may have changed, 
today’s students remain as committed to 
academic excellence as those in the 1970s.
RECOMMENDED READING 20
Our recurring look at alumni-, faculty- and 
student-written books turns to music.
ALUMNI NEWS 21
ATHLETICS 28
Seminarian and soccer midfielder Jon Miskin
FINAL WORD 
Smart Lister Sean Lewis, BA ’03
IN THIS PHOTO: Stan Melton Jr., MBA 
’04, a principal at |BROWN BAG|creative, 
was nominated for a Regional EMMY for 
a public service announcement produced 
for The Salvation Army Metro Atlanta. A 
previous nomination netted the 10th win 
for the Washington, D.C.-based creative 
media boutique.
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First Day of Spring Classes 
- Constantin, College of 
Business (undergraduate), 
Braniff and School of 
Ministry
28
Aquinas Lecture - Fr. Robert 
Spitzer, president of the 
Magis Center of Reason 
and Faith, “Proofs of God’s 
Existence From the Big   
Bang Theory”
31
Men’s & Women’s Track - 




Groundhog - Groundhog 
celebrations in Irving and 
throughout the country
01
Baseball - Season opener vs. 
Sul Ross State University
09 
Women’s Lacrosse - Home 
opener vs. Hendrix College
15
Men’s Lacrosse - Season 
opener vs. Hendrix College
16
Softball - Home opener vs. 
George Fox University
17
Crusader Preview - An 
opportunity for high school 
juniors and their parents to 








International Week - A 
multicultural celebration, 
in its 25th year, that 
showcases food and 
customs from  several 
continents
21-22
Meet Us @ the Tower - A 
chance for admitted high 
school students to spend time 
on campus, meet each other 
and experience UD life
24-25
Men’s Golf - Spring season 
opens at UT Dallas Spring 
Classic in Garland, Texas
APRIL
05
Mallapalooza - Friends, food 
and beverages, plus a full 
lineup of bands that rock the 
mall in front of the Tower
07
14th Annual University of 
Dallas Golf Tournament at 
Las Colinas Country Club - 
UD’s largest fundraiser
11-12




Alumni Easter Egg Hunt
25
Spring Formal - A big 









Baccalaureate Mass,  
Catholic Biblical School 





La Vacanza Romana - A 
chance to embrace Roman 
culture from Due Santi
29-JULY 8
Undergraduate Summer in 
Rome - Five weeks on the 
Eugene Constantin campus 
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Students enjoyed a surprise 
visit from Cardinal Óscar Andrés 
Rodríguez Maradiaga, Archbishop 
of Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and 
chair of the eight advising 
cardinals to Pope Francis. The 
cardinal was in Irving to deliver 
the UD Ministry Conference’s 
keynote address. 
After lunch in the Rathskeller, 
Cardinal Rodríguez moved 
upstairs to the Haggar Dining 
Room, where he met with 
students who sat informally on 
the floor around his chair. 
While the cardinal spoke briefly 
about Pope Francis, most of his 
two-hour visit was spent talking 
with the group about topics 
ranging from his work as chair 
of the “Gang of Eight” to the 
practical daily application of the 
Catholic faith and how to listen 
and respond to God’s call. One 
Holy Trinity Seminary student 
sought advice on being a good 
priest. 
Through the cardinal’s first-
hand account, students learned 
about the inner workings of 
the Church of Rome. Cardinal 
Rodríguez, a longtime friend 
of Pope Francis, shared stories 
about the pope’s acts of charity 
and work with Europe’s poor.
“The encounter for the students 
was inspirational,” said School of 
Ministry Dean Mark Goodwin.
Afterward, Cardinal Rodríguez 
celebrated Mass on campus at 
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the longest distance in miles a 
student traveled to UD



















= 6 Zacharys, Andrews,
Johns and Josephs
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Follow these social media sites 
and stay up to date on what’s 





Search for us 
on Linkedin
AN AMAZIN’ DEAL
The last issue of Tower 
included — incorrectly — a photo  
of a baptistery installation in 
Virginia and not the installation 
of the Transfiguration mosaic 
in the Eugene Constantin 
Campus chapel.
The Transfiguration mosaic 
(above) — a collaboration 
between long-time Art 
Department Chair and Professor 
of Art Emeritus Lyle Novinski 
and Julie Richey, BA ’87 — has 
completed the 5,600 mile 
journey and a painstaking six- 
month installation process. Fall 
Romers were the first to worship 
in the company of the mosaic of 
the transfiguration of Christ.
Odds are good that you, along 
with the millions of others who 
patronize the online retail giant, 
will at some point find yourself 
on Amazon.com purchasing 
music, movies or clothes. And 
while you’re there, you can 
support the William A. Blakley 
Library, which, thanks to a new 
partnership, now receives cash 
back on any Amazon purchase 
made using a special link. Have 
your holiday purchases help the 
library. For more information, 
simply visit udallas.edu/amazon, 
click the link and make your 
purchase.
ONLINE & IN THE NEWS
THE BEST OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
CONVERSATIONS AND MEDIA MENTIONS
facebook.com/ 
udallasalumni
A MESSAGE FROM 
NYC’S TIMES SQUARE 
News of a $12 million gift to 
the university from Satish 
and Yasmin Gupta for a new 
College of Business building 
traveled fast, winding up in 
some unlikely places, such 
as a five-story-tall digital 
display in Times Square. The 
announcement garnered 
widespread attention from 
more traditional outlets too. 
On Nov. 5, we asked on Facebook, “What was 
your favorite off-the-beaten-path discovery 
during the Rome semester?”
Many reminisced about their unexpected discoveries, 
including Miriam Kotsonis, BA ’76. 
“In Trastevere, San Pietro in Montorio ... Jan and I met a 
monk there with whom we had no common language, but 
somehow he managed to explain the architectural and 
theological significance of Bramante’s Tempietto to us.”
PLEASANT SURPRISES 
FOUND IN FRASCATI
Jamie Bennett Nelson, BA ’01, 
posted, “I took the wrong bus 
and ended up in Frascati. A 
local told me that the town was 
preparing for their annual wine 
festival during which the public 































































TOP 5 STATES 
FOR PRESS RELEASE VIEWS
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Seven out of 10 Americans agree that 
colleges and universities should require 
classes in core subjects, according to a 
study conducted by Roper Public Affairs & 
Corporate Communications. Eight out of 10 
employers say that college students should 
have a thorough grounding in the liberal arts.
A thorough grounding in core subjects 
has been UD’s commitment for 57 years. UD 
is among just 22 colleges and universities 
nationwide and the only university in 
North Texas to earn an “A” rating for that 
commitment from the American Council 
of Trustees and Alumni (ACTA) in its fifth 
edition of “What Will They Learn?” This 
study, which graded 1,091 institutions with 
an “A” through “F” on the strength of each 
school’s general education curriculum, 
aims to identify those that best prepare 
undergraduates for the workforce. This is the 
fourth consecutive year UD has received an 
“A” for its general education requirements.
In addition to being named to the 
organization’s “A” List of schools that 
provide graduates with the “broad-based 
skills and knowledge to succeed in the 
global marketplace,” the university has 
been designated a “Hidden Gem” and is one 
of only three schools to receive credit for 
every requirement.
ACTA also commended UD for requiring 
— in addition to its criteria of courses in 
seven disciplines — classes in philosophy, 
theology, fine arts and the history of 
Western civilization.
WEB EXTRA. For more information on 
ACTA’s annual ratings, including the grades 
for more than 1,000 colleges and universities, 
visit whatwilltheylearn.com.
A CORE RANKING
UD maintains liberal arts commitment through decades of debate 
as companies and institutions begin to recognize its value
3 THINGS UD STUDENTS ARE ABLE TO DO BECAUSE OF GENEROUS DONORS
1
STUDY ELECTRONIC 
SIGNAL ANALYSIS & GAMMA-RAY 
SPECTROSCOPY...
thanks to a gift from Ed Stanley,     




thanks to an anonymous gift to 
the Music Department, students 
now have access to higher-quality     
sound equipment and an improved 
library of sheet music,   
CDs and DVDs
3
HEAR THE LANDREGAN LECTURE...
thanks to an anonymous gift 
























THERE ARE MANY MORE WAYS 
TO SUPPORT UD STUDENTS. 
Visit udallas.edu/give for 
details and to give online 
securely and conveniently.
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LOVE YE TRUTH & JUSTICE
Longtime faculty member Professor of Physics Richard Olenick uses  
the strategic planning process to reflect upon UD’s unique motto
Veritatem, Justitiam Diligite, “Love 
Ye Truth and Justice,” the biblical 
passage from Zachariah, expresses 
the message that truth and justice 
are the necessary conditions for 
peace, prosperity and happiness. 
This wise instruction stands as 
a founding conviction of the 
university and continues to guide 
all that UD aspires to achieve.
Yale’s motto is “Lux et Veritas,” 
or “Light and Truth.” “Vita Dulcedo 
Spes,” or “Life, Sweetness, Hope,” is 
Notre Dame’s motto. And Catholic 
University’s is “Deus Lux Mea Est”  
— “God Is My Light.” From this albeit 
limited sampling, much about our motto 
stands out: Only UD’s motto is active, an 
imperative focused on those who study, 
teach and labor at the university. Only UD’s is 
an exhortation that resounds in its mission.
Through a reasoned effort by faculty and 
administration, students can search for truth, 
reflect upon the connections between their 
faith and their pursuits, and better serve the 
common good. Opportunities for enriching 
students’ education and the important formation 
of a reflective, virtuous person arise in classroom 
discussions, in meetings with groups of students 
and in one-on-one sessions. The process of 
engagement suffuses courses from business ethics 
to quantum mechanics and from literary traditions 
to pastoral ministry. As Pope John Paul II wrote in 
Ex Corde Ecclesiae, “By its Catholic character, a 
university 
is made more capable of conducting an 
impartial search for truth, a search that is neither 
subordinated to nor conditioned by particular 
interests of any kind.”
Excerpted from a paper presented by Richard Olenick, 
professor of physics, as part of a faculty strategic 
planning seminar. To learn more about the university’s 
strategic plan, visit udallas.edu/strategy.
2013 marks the 100th anniver-
sary of the birth of longtime 
Biology Professor and Department 
Chair Sr. Clodovia Lockett (Sister 
Clo), who passed away in 1994.
In her two decades at UD, 
more than 90 percent of her 500 
pre-med students were accepted 
into medical school. 
In honor of her centennial, UD 
would like to grow the Sister 
Mary Clodovia Lockett Endowed 
Scholarship in Pre-Medical Studies 
to ensure that qualified students 
will have scholarship support for 
years to come.
OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT. Support 
UD pre-med students by giving to 
the Sister Mary Clodovia Lockett 
Scholarship. Visit udallas.edu/srclo.
SISTER ‘CLO’ TURNS 100
BY THE NUMBERS: 
CHARITY WEEK
Every fall, the Student 
Activities & Leadership 
Center sponsors Charity 
Week, traditionally 
organized by the junior 
class. “Charity Week is one 
of the classic UD traditions 
that give our campus its 
rich, occasionally goofy, 
culture,” said 2013 Charity 
Week co-chair Maggie 
Krewet, BA ’15.
ONE YEAR IN, CAN’T    
DO WITHOUT DART 
On July 28, 2012, years of road 
closures and detours gave way 
to hassle-free public transporta-
tion for UD with the long-awaited 
opening of the Dallas Area Rapid 
Transit (DART) Orange Line’s Uni-
versity of Dallas Station.
The 18-month-old station 
connects UD’s campus with the 
Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex, and, 
once the Orange Line is complete 
in 2014, with DFW International 
Airport. Commuting students 
are enjoying quicker travels, and 
car-less resident students are more 



























The Least Among Us, The 
Catholic Psychotherapy 
Association, Living Water 
International
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including Air Band, Pie-
Eating Contest, Shave-
O  and Barbershop, 
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MEET A NEW 
ORGANIZATION 
TAKING UD BY 
STORM…
…with its focus on contemporary 
fiscal and international issues. 
The Alexander Hamilton Society 
(AHS), a membership organization 
dedicated to promoting debate 
on contemporary issues, started a 
chapter at UD this year.
Benjamin Gibbs, BA ’15, serves 
as the chapter’s president. The 
society has already started some 
interesting conversations on 
campus, bringing former U.S. 
Ambassador to the EU Kristen 
Silverberg to discuss the Eurozone 
crisis and AHS Executive Director 
Mitchell Muncy, MA ’94, to discuss 
liberal arts and foreign policy.
AFTER AN ABSENCE OF 
SIX YEARS, STUDENTS 
REINTRODUCED THE 
PHI BETA KAPPA 
SYMPOSIUM LAST 
NOVEMBER. THE EVENT, 
WHICH CONSISTED OF 
FACULTY AND STUDENT 
PRESENTATIONS OF 
MUSICAL WORKS, 
ORIGINAL POETRY AND 
ACADEMIC PAPERS, 
WAS AN OPPORTUNITY 
FOR THE UNIVERSITY 
TO APPRECIATE 
THE CREATIVE AND 
SCHOLARLY OUTPUT OF 
FACULTY AND STUDENTS 
TOGETHER. 
Topics presented upon included 
Alexis de Tocqueville, an unfinished 
opera and Professor of English 
Scott Dupree’s original poetry.
In addition to the symposium, 
the university’s chapter of the 
nation’s oldest liberal arts honor 
society, together with UD’s English 
Department, produces the annual 
journal of undergraduate writing, 
The University Scholar. To peruse 
prior editions of The University 
Scholar, visit udallas.edu/scholar. 
As the Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Business moves closer to a 
half century in existence, it continues to introduce Dallas/Fort Worth, 
the state and even the nation to trendsetting degree programs. 
On the heels of introducing the area to the first 
30-credit-hour MBA program, comes another first: 
the announcement of the college’s first doctoral 
program, the Doctor of Business Administration. 
The Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Business, 
which opened in 1966 as the Graduate School of 
Management and offered one of the nation’s first 
part-time MBA programs for working professionals, 
is now accepting applications for its first DBA class, 
which will enter in fall 2014. The three-year, 60-credit-
hour program is one of fewer than a dozen AACSB-
accredited programs in the United States and the  
first in Texas. 
“Our DBA program offers an intense, challenging 
curriculum centered on building strategic approaches 
to solving existing business problems,” said Director 
of Executive Learning Rodney Williams, who will 
oversee the new program. 
“Course work won’t be limited to the theoretical. 
Our students will actively test researched theories 
within their own workplaces.” 
The program’s curriculum, which has been 
designed to quickly respond to rapidly changing 
business landscapes, will focus on applied research. 
More specifically, students will develop strategies that 
incorporate organizational agility, direct customer 
engagement, emerging technologies, and sustainable 
and ethical business practices. Courses for the 
part-time program will be delivered by scholar-
practitioners in a blended format 
that combines online learning 
and traditional classroom 
instruction during monthly 
in-residence weekends 
(Friday afternoons and 
Saturdays).
“The ideal DBA 
candidate will be an 
experienced business 
executive who is 
looking for career 
advancement or personal 
achievement by acquiring 
advanced research skills and 
qualifications,” said Williams. 
“Because the class size will be 
capped, the admission selection process         
will be extremely competitive.” 
The application deadline for fall 2014 is Feb. 1, 2014.
WEB EXTRA. Discover more about UD’s DBA 
program by visiting udallas.edu/cob/dba. 
TEXAS’ FIRST & ONLY AACSB-ACCREDITED DBA
EARNING A 
UDALLAS DBA











ATTEND A DBA 
INFO SESSION IN A 
CITY NEAR YOU.
FOR TIMES, LOCATIONS OR 















“In the Middle Ages, historians used the 
past to shape the present,” said Assistant 
Professor Kelly Gibson, who, in her current 
research on emotions of war and shadows 
of empire, looks to medieval saints and 
kings to understand leadership and power. 
Gibson’s area of expertise began in college 
when she realized medieval research 
integrated archeology with textual studies. 
With a doctorate from Harvard University, 
she came to UD three years ago to teach 
topics ranging from Anglo-Saxon England 
to medieval Islamic civilization.
▶ It is a truth universally 
acknowledged that UD 
is home to many Jane 
Austen-loving students.  
That’s especially true for Katie Davis, 
PhD ’13, whose essay “The adieu is 
charity itself: One timeless feature of 
‘Pride and Prejudice’” won first prize 
in the graduate division of the Jane 
Austen Society of North America’s 
annual essay contest. 
While pondering the prompt — why 
Austen’s novel “Pride and Prejudice” is 
timeless — Davis noticed a shift in verb 
tense during a critical moment in the 
reconciliation scene between Elizabeth 
Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy. This detail 
led Davis to focus her essay on the 
timelessness of a love founded on charity.
Davis, who wrote her dissertation on 
“Liberty in Jane Austen’s ‘Persuasion’” 
is enthusiastic about continuing her 
scholarship on the 19th-century British 
novelist. In the coming year, Davis will teach 
literature courses at UD and Southern 
Methodist University.
“Although the University of Dallas and Holy Trinity Seminary will miss his 
leadership, his scholarship and his engaging personality, we gladly make 
the sacrifice knowing the Catholic Church and the Diocese of Fort Worth 
will be well-served by a true leader,” said President Thomas W. Keefe.
The bishop-elect, who also has served as an adjunct professor in the 
Philosophy Department, will succeed Bishop Kevin Vann, who was named 
bishop of Orange County, Calif., in September 2012.
POPE FRANCIS NAMED HOLY TRINITY SEMINARY 
RECTOR, MSGR. MICHAEL OLSON, THE BISHOP OF 
THE DIOCESE OF FORT WORTH. OLSON WILL BE 
INAUGURATED AS THE DIOCESE’S FOURTH BISHOP 
ON JAN. 29, 2014, DURING A 2 P.M. MASS AT THE FORT 
WORTH CONVENTION CENTER.   
REWIND
Let us count the ways... 
UD is being enriched by our 
many intellectual endeavors
THE PHILOLOGY OF 
COMPUTER SCIENCE
▶  Joseph Malone, BA ’16, spent 2012 translating Plato and Virgil 
and last summer interning at Sandia National Laboratories, 
where he analyzed Web traffic to detect malware. The skills 
used to recognize grammatical constructions in Greek transfer 
to writing code for computers, according to the double major 
in classics and computer science. Malone’s professors in both 
disciplines have been aiding him with a program he is working 
on to write Latin “poetry.”
.
UD history major Megan Best, BA ’14, spent the fall 
semester as a George W. Bush Presidential Library and 
Museum Student Lecture Series intern, researching faith 
and community during George W. Bush’s presidency. Best 
concluded her internship by giving public lectures on her 
findings at the library, located on the Southern Methodist 
University campus, and at UD. After graduating in May, Best 
hopes to volunteer for L’Arche, an organization that helps 
adults with disabilities, before beginning a teaching career.
3
UD’s Megan Best 
(LEFT) with SMU’s 
Samantha Perry 



















































The University of Dallas honored the 50th anniversary of the Second Vatican 
Council with a Remembering Vatican II Lecture Series consisting of five 
presentations. Topics included the Constitutions Lumen Gentium, Dei Verbum, 
and Sacrosanctum Concilium and the role of the Church in the modern world.
Fr. Roch Kereszty, Fr. Denis Farkasfalvy and Associate Provost John Norris, BA 
’84, all of the Theology Department, were among the presenters. Other faculty 
provided responses. 
The Constitution on the Liturgy Sacrosanctum Concilium presentation took 
the form of a panel discussion. Panelists included Campus Chaplain Fr. Don 
Dvorak, O. P.; Professor of Theology Fr. Roch Kereszty, O. Cist.; and Spiritual 
Director of Holy Trinity Seminary Fr. James Oberle, S.S. 
“Sacrosanctum Concilium emphasized the importance of the liturgy for lay 
people,” said Fr. Dvorak.
According to School of Ministry Dean Mark Goodwin, who organized and 
moderated the Sacrosanctum Concilium discussion, further Vatican II talks will 
take place in 2014.
REMEMBERING VATICAN II
Next summer in Spokane, Wash., 25 college and university faculty, 
including Braniff Graduate School of Liberal Arts Dean Josh Parens, 
will gather on the Gonzaga University campus to explore and 
discuss medieval works of political philosophy written by Muslims, 
Jews and Christians. 
The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) awarded 
$154,548 in funding for the four-week summer institute to Parens, 
along with Douglas Kries of Gonzaga University and Joseph 
Macfarland of St. John’s College (Annapolis). The institute will be 
held June 16-July 11, 2014, as part of the NEH program Institutes for 
College and University Teachers.
Parens is already thinking about proposing a similar event to be 
held on the university’s Eugene Constantin Campus.
BRANIFF DEAN RECEIVES 
NEH FUNDING FOR 
SUMMER INSTITUTE
Four years after graduating, in 1966, 
Scott Dupree, BA ’62, returned to the 
university, this time as a professor 
of English. He has been serving UD 
students ever since. 
A jack of all trades, and seemingly a master of them all too, Dupree 
has taught courses at UD in the English, modern language, music, art, 
drama and history departments. He has also served as director of library 
and university research, chair of the English and modern languages 
departments, and even spent time as the director of the Rome program.
A true lover of learning, Dupree’s joy in teaching is apparent. He 
recalled a time when someone asked why he loved teaching so much.
“Have you ever read a book you really, really enjoyed, and you 
just wanted to talk about it with someone else who had read it?” he 
responded. “I get to read books I enjoy, then I get to talk to about 40 
people who had to read them and who have to talk about them with me 
— and I get paid for it!”
WEB EXTRA. Read more about Dupree at udallas.edu/dupree.
RENAISSANCE MAN




An original painting by Franklin McMahon shows a procession of cardinals 




98      EXHIBITORS 
89      SPEAKERS
140    VOLUNTEERS
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AR, AZ, CA, CO, 
DC, CT, FL, GA, IA, 
IL, IN, KS, LA, MA, 
MD, MI, MN, MO, 
NJ, NY, OH, OK, 
OR, PA, SC, TN, 
TX, VA, WI
UD MINISTRY CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS CREDIT THE EVENT’S 
RECORD ATTENDANCE TO KEYNOTE ADDRESSES FROM THE CHAIR 
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PHILOSOPHY OF GIVING 
Their company, it is said, was 
founded in the offices of the 
Philosophy Department. Yasmin 
Gupta, 19 years old and fresh 
from India, was an administrative 
assistant for philosophy professors 
as she worked toward her MBA 
degree in what was then, in 1980, 
the University of Dallas Graduate 
School of Management (GSM). As 
Satish Gupta, also a GSM student, 
wrote his first business plan for 
the concept that would become 
SB International, he would take 
the pages to Yasmin to type on 
the department’s typewriter.
“The wonderful professors and 
the fathers were extremely kind 
and caring and made me feel 
welcome and comfortable with 
the new culture here,” said Yasmin. 
“Father Gilbert Hardy gave me 
my first career opportunity as 
administrative assistant to all 
the professors in his department 
within a couple of weeks of my 
coming to this country. I cannot 
thank him enough for his kindness 
and trust in me. Father Cain 
encouraged me every day during 
the two years I was at UD with 
a warm smile accompanied by a 
flower from the weeds and fields 
on campus.”
Teamwork with culturally 
diverse students allowed the 
Guptas and their classmates to 
interact and learn from each other. 
As one of the few opportunities to 
connect with people of different 
backgrounds in the pre-Internet 
1980s, this was the Guptas’ first 
exposure to what they would 
later experience daily with SB 
International, the global steel 
distribution company they have 
operated for more than 30 years.
“UD had a very unique program 
for international students,” said 
Satish. “It was one of the first 
schools in the U.S. to understand 
the importance of international 
business and trade. There also was 
a large international student body. 
Meeting and interacting with all 
those students was the first step 
in helping us conceptualize the 
global economy.”
The Guptas’ $12 million gift to 
what is now the Satish & Yasmin 
Gupta College of Business is the 
single largest donation in the 
university’s history and will be 
used to construct a new state-
of-the-art facility to house the 
college, providing students with 
enhanced study spaces and 
access to the latest technology.
“In order to have a true balance 
in life, I believe you need to give 
back to your community in any 
way you can,” said Satish. “Yasmin 
and I are fortunate enough to be 
able to do that with this gift to the 
University of Dallas.”
UD served not only as a place 
to nurture their new business 
and a relationship that would 
eventually lead to their marriage, 
it also contributed greatly to their 
understanding of America — their 
new home.
“[UD] gave us a foundation of 
love, respect and appreciation 
that really allowed us to spread 
our wings,” said Yasmin. “It has 
had a lasting impact on us as we 
received a quality education at  




On Thursday, Oct. 24, during 
a packed press conference, the 
University of Dallas community 
gathered to acknowledge 
Satish and Yasmin Gupta for 
their generous $12 million gift, 
which will fund construction 
of SB International Hall, a new 
home for the Satish & Yasmin 
Gupta College of Business. The 
hall — tentatively scheduled to 
open its doors in 2015 — will 
be situated near the site of the 
former Dominican Priory and will 
likely feature an open design with 
collaborative spaces that harken 
back to the same environment the 
Guptas enjoyed as MBA students.
 Perkins+Will Architects, 
a national leader in higher 
education architecture, will design 
the facility, and the Beck Group, 
a third-generation, family-owned 
Dallas firm, will construct it.
$12 million gift to College of Business originated in Philosophy Department
Satish and Yasmin 
Gupta in the offices of 
SB International Inc., 
a steel distribution 
company and one of 
the leading providers 
of high-quality 
products to the oil and 
gas industries in both 
the United States and 
Canada. 
BELOW: The Braniff 
Graduate Building 
atrium was filled 
to near capacity 
with faculty, staff, 
students, invited 
guests and more than 
a dozen reporters, 
photographers 
and videographers   
gathered for a 
press conference to 
announce the $12 
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AKADEMEIA
As 2014 rolls around, so does the 20th anniversary of 
the Eugene Constantin Campus, the Rome Program’s 
permanent home and one of the distinguishing features 
that has made the study abroad program one of the 
nation’s most popular. 
More than 89 percent of UD’s undergraduate 
students study abroad, which makes it the fifth 
highest percentage among master’s institutions for 
undergraduates studying abroad, according to the 
Institute of International Education’s (IIE) “2013 Open 
Doors” report.
The program began in 1970 when newly elected 
Mother Superior for the School Sisters of St. Mary of 
Namur Sr. Georgianne Segner offered UD the use of the 
Generalate House in Rome.
In 1990, the university purchased the current campus, 
which belonged to prominent Italian family the Renzo 
Pigas. Architects Adriano Mariani and Eric Norberg-
Schulz designed the dormitory, mensa and classrooms.
The ’94 fall Romers were the first to live on campus.
While many other universities boast study abroad 
programs, UD has always been unique for its Rome 
semester curriculum consisting of Core courses.
“Students are taught by our own faculty on our own 
campus in the city that was, and is, the focus of these 
great works of heart, mind and spirit,” said Rebecca 
Davies, director of Rome and summer programs.
2014 marks more than the campus’ opening. It 
also commemorates 20 years of summer high school 
programs, which predominantly operate from the Rome 
campus and include Latin in Rome and Shakespeare in 
Italy. Arete: An Introduction to the Classics, is offered on 
the Irving campus.
Additionally, Undergraduate Summer in Rome, while 
not a high school program, is increasingly popular 
with the Rome campus as its backdrop. The five-week 
program is open to both UD undergraduate students 
and those from other universities. This year, it will offer 
two two-course tracks: an intensive second-year Italian 
I and II combination or an English and theology mix of 
Shakespeare’s Rome and God, the Lover, and the City: 
Explorations in Catholic Faith and Culture.
THE EUGENE CONSTANTIN CAMPUS
UD’s European vantage point for pursuing the good, true and beautiful celebrates 






















AN ARTIST’S RENDERING 
of the Piga Villa 
gives way to...
...CONSTRUCTION 
of classrooms and a 
dormitory that includes a... 
...CAMPUS LOUNGE.
See the amphitheatre steps 
in the background.
THE PIGA VILLA
is now home to a chapel 
designed by Art Professor 
Emeritus Lyle Novinski.
After 24 years (1970-
1994) of bouncing 
from Generalate 
House to La Villa 
Hotel and others, 
the Rome Program 
finally opened in its 
current permanent 
location, the Eugene 
Constantin Campus.
YEARS OF SUMMER HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS
1994-2014 FOR MORE, VISIT UDALLAS.EDU/TRAVELHS
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Sue Conger, who teaches information technol-
ogy in the Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Busi-
ness, remembers feeling “off kilter” the first time 
she visited South Africa three years ago.
In addition to adjusting to conserving dispos-
able resources such as plastic bags and to spotty 
Web access, Conger pointed to the meeting of 
hugely different cultures, including African tribes 
and Dutch and English descendants.
“It took three visits over the course of three 
years to get a sense for how things work there,” 
said Conger. “It’s all driven by history.”
Conger’s research focuses on IT service man-




To begin her yearlong sabbatical, Conger 
traveled to Australia and New Zealand to visit 
with research partners and to lecture at the 
University of South Queensland (Australia) and 
New Zealand’s Victoria University and University 
of Canterbury.
“I do a lot of work with people around the 
world,” said Conger. “Even though you do a lot of 




The fall was spent in Rhodes, South Africa, 
where Conger held the post of visiting professor 
at Rhodes University. As it is everywhere 
she travels, much of her time was 
spent advising graduate students 
and conferring with South African IT professors 
on their shared research projects.
MEETINGS, MEETINGS, MEETINGS
 
In September, Conger served as visiting 
professor at the University of South Africa 
(UNISA), where she consulted on ongoing 
projects that included UNISA’s curriculum 
development for IT service management 
programs. She also worked with the living 
lab project at UNISA partner institution, 
the Meraka Institute — an organization that 
installs electricity and computer labs in 
remote South African areas.
In addition, she met with representa-
tives of the the Council on Scientific and 
Industrial Research (CSIR), a quasi-govern-
mental organization that sponsors remote rural 
development research, visiting one such project 
during one of the sessions.
A PRESTIGIOUS FELLOWSHIP
 
In February, Conger will travel to Christchurch, 
New Zealand, where she will be an Erskine 
Fellow at the University of Canterbury in the 
College of Business and Law’s Department of 
Accounting and Information Systems.
This six-month fellowship is named for 
benefactor John Angus Erskine, 1872-1960, an 
entrepreneur who was well-read in classics and 
history as well as engineering. Conger will teach 
process management to undergraduates.
SABBATICAL DOWN SOUTH
A leisurely vacation south of the equator it is not. Instead, it is a relentless 
schedule of lectures, seminars and research, as well as consultations with 
everyone from grad students to South African NGOs (nongovernmental 
organizations), and Associate Professor Sue Conger’s whirlwind...
Last September, Conger spoke 
at the Midrand Graduate 
Institute in South Africa and at 
the South African Council on 
Scientific and Industrial Research 
(CSIR), a quasi-governmental 
organization that sponsors 
remote rural development 
research. (BOTTOM) Wellington, 
New Zealand, is home to Victoria 
University, one of the hosts for 
Conger’s May lectures. 
(BELOW) Conger enjoys the calm before 
a storm of lectures and research meetings 
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THEN & NOW
A STUDY OF STUDY HABITS
Over the last four decades, technology has changed study habits 










The library, dorm study rooms and a large 
lounge in an area of upstairs Haggar 
University Center now occupied by offices.
Since typewriters were scarce, most students 
had no choice but to put pencil to paper...
even for the final draft.
The library at UD;    
SMU for more in-   
depth projects such as 
Junior Poet.
Hanging out in the 
dorms; cars were 
rare and getting off 
campus was difficult 
without one.
By hand. Even if students were lucky 
enough to have a portable typewriter, it 
was too loud to use in class.
About half 
take notes longhand, 
with the other half using 
technology.
Facebook; for longer 
breaks, DART makes 
it easy for students to 
get up and go.
Internet 
sites such as The 
Literature Network 
and ASHA. 
Some students handwrite 
papers in dire situations 
(e.g., broken computer), but 
final drafts are typed.
The Cap Bar, residence 









Visits to faculty offices 
for before- and after-
class conversations. 
There was only one 
phone per dorm 
floor, so students 
had no choice but to 
visit in person.
Students still stop by 
faculty offices, but,    
when possible, most 
prefer to email.
Texting and Facebook are the best ways; or 
students can always call someone’s cell.




Tradition To Witness 
Papal History
30 DAYS  
of history 




SmarttheList 8 UD ALUMNI YOU MIGHT NOT KNOW OF YET, BUT 
DEFINITELY WILL
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UD smart goes far beyond “book smarts,” as shown by the 
eight alumni who make up our first Smart List. Already, their 
accomplishments are significant, but more than that, they 
represent achievement in widely varying areas. Remember 
their names because you’ll definitely hear them again. 
Purposeful 
Stargazer
Stephanie Wissel, BS ’04
Los Angeles, California
Smart Lister Qualification: 
Stephanie is a physicist and an as-
tronomer at UCLA, studying black 
holes, supernovas and collisions of 
neutron stars.
What Drives Her: “I explore the 
extremes of the universe: smallest 
building blocks, highest energies, 
oldest times, most violent explo-
sions — pushing the limits of hu-
man knowledge. It’s exciting that an 
antenna I’m building could detect 
the highest-energy particle anyone’s 
ever seen. Working with students is 
also exhilarating.”
Remember Her Name Because: 
“Our study of astrophysical parti-
cles is just getting started. You can 
listen for cosmic rays and neutrinos 
in any large, continuous swatch of 
insulating material. Antarctica has 
ice. Lunar dust on the moon is also 
a good candidate. It’s hard to resist 
those opportunities.” 
Faithful Reporter 
Michelle Bauman, BA ’11
Denver, Colorado
Smart Lister Qualification: As 
assistant editor for Catholic News 
Agency, Michelle writes and edits 
articles for the burgeoning online 
news organization.
What Drives Her: “To share the 
beauty of the Church’s message, 
manifest in so many different ways, 
from the Pope’s latest homily to the 
words of forgiveness spoken by a 
genocide victim in Rwanda.”
Remember Her Name Because: 
“My work allows me to contribute 
to the New Evangelization, which 
is the foundation of Catholic News 
Agency. My colleagues and I have 
worked to create a larger Catholic 
voice in the news industry overall. 
Our stories have been cited in 
congressional hearings, and secular 
publications call us to ask for sourc-
es, information and even clarifica-
tion about Church teaching.”
Authorpreneur
Ashleigh Russell, MBA ’00
Barcelona, Spain
Smart Lister Qualification: A 
serial entrepreneur who brought 
the Curves franchise to Spain, 
Ashleigh is currently a partner in 
a consumer goods company, the 
founder of an all-natural organic 
cosmetics line, Regaliz Real, and 
an author.
What Drives Her: “I felt like a 
caged animal in the corporate 
cubicles and made the choice to 
venture on my own, which has 
higher risks, but more control and 
the potential for greater success.”
Remember Her Name Because: 
Ashleigh believes that business 
ownership empowers women to 
adapt their careers to life stages. 
She is active on boards and in 
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NOMINATE 
SOMEONE. The 
next Smart List 
is only 12 months 
away. Find out 





To learn more 
about each of our 
Smart Listers, visit 
udallas.edu/smart.
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Pioneering 
Scholar
Sean Lewis, BA ’03
Lander, Wyoming
Smart Lister Qualification: 
Sean is an assistant professor 
of humanities at Wyoming 
Catholic College (WCC), which 
graduated its first class in 2011.
What Drives Him: “Providing 
liberal education to young 
adults: The conversations in the 
classroom are the highlights of 
my work.”
Remember His Name Because: 
“WCC is doing something 
no one has done before, 
providing a B.A. in liberal arts 
with no majors, with a strong 
focus on outdoor leadership 
— developing the ethical 
and political virtues through 
weeks in the wilderness. In 
my own scholarship, I’ve 
recently completed an original 
translation of an Anglo-Dutch 
collection of comedic tales 
printed around 1520, ‘The 
Parson of Kalenborowe/De 
Pastoor van Kalenberg.’ The 
‘merrie tales’ collections of the 
16th century are undervalued 
by scholars, and my recent work 
strives to correct this state.” 
Creative 
Marketer
Stan Melton Jr., 
MBA ’04
Washington, D.C.
Smart Lister Qualification:  
Stan is principal at |BROWN 
BAG| creative, a Washington, 
D.C.-based creative media 
boutique, specializing in 
strategic marketing and 
branding, effective advertising, 
smart media placement, and 
influential public relations. 
He was recently honored with 
his 10th Regional EMMY 
for a commercial campaign 
produced for WTOP Radio.
What Drives Him: “I 
absolutely love helping my 
clients discover the best words 
and the best ways to market 
their products/services…there 
is nothing more gratifying than 
to see a marketing campaign hit 
home and deliver growth in a 
meaningful way.”
Remember His Name Because: 
“My hopes are that I am able 
to find the best of both worlds, 
where I can guide younger 
marketers, but still have the 
opportunity to continue 







Smart Lister Qualification: 
Jennifer is senior vice president, 
market executive for Bank of 
America’s  U.S. Trust Private 
Wealth Management division 
and executive sponsor for 
Bank of America Community 
Volunteers. She is an alumnus 
of the Dallas Regional 
Chamber’s Leadership Dallas 
program.
What Drives Her: “The 
most meaningful part of 
my occupation is helping 
families with their current 
needs and building a long-
lasting legacy. As the executive 
sponsor for volunteer efforts, 
it is rewarding to see the 
impact we have on numerous 
nonprofit organizations in 
North Texas as we help them 
deliver sustainable and positive 
change.”
Remember Her Name 
Because: “Through continued 
partnerships with local 
nonprofits I hope to drive 





BA ’07 MBA ’09
Denver, Colorado
Smart Lister Qualification:  
With two partners, Brittany 
co-founded Initiate LLC, 
whose first project is the Smart 
Regions Initiative to develop 
sustainable, cutting-edge  
communities. 
What Drives Her: In today’s 
combination of technology, so-
cial media and unprecedented 
access to information, Brittany 
sees potential, but perhaps a 
different type of potential than 
others see — the possibility of 
human connection and collab-
oration to find real solutions to 
what she deems our country’s 
biggest challenges: energy, 
education and health care.
Remember Her Name Be-
cause: “There are immense 
opportunities to develop 
viable U.S. communities if we’re 
willing to embrace sustainable 
cultures — and the roles that 
digitization and clean technolo-






Smart Lister Qualification:  
Andrea is researching the 
use of electrochemical water 
remediation for small-scale 
drinking water treatment in 
refugee camps in Uganda while 
pursuing a master’s degree in 
environmental engineering at 
Southern Methodist University.
What Drives Her: “I love 
the challenge of figuring out 
something new every day, 
whether it be in chemistry, fluid 
dynamics, or how to set up an 
experiment — and at the same 
time I know this research could 
actually save a life one day.” 
Remember Her Name 
Because: Andrea dreams of 
living a simple life designing 
and testing water supplies in 
developing nations. Trained in 
voice performance, she used 
her unique talents to raise 
money for drinking water 
nonprofit Thirst Project with a 
benefit concert last June.PHOTO: Wyoming Catholic College
There are more than 300 UD 
alumni teaching in elementary and 
secondary schools in the Dallas/
Fort Worth Metroplex and more 
than 1,000 UD alumni teachers 
nationwide. Let’s say that number 
has been consistent since 1983 
and that those teachers teach an 
average of 10,000 students per year. 
According to rough math, UD 
alumni teachers have shaped the 
minds and characters of more than 
300,000 children locally and one 
million nationally.
So, what draws UD students at such a 
high rate to the profession?
“I love that it is something new and differ-
ent every day. If you get bored as a teacher, 
it’s your own fault,” said Kat Cook, BA ’03, 
who teaches at Sundance Behavioral Hospi-
tal in Fort Worth.
“The rewards are often of the heart,” said 
Melissa Caraway, Education Department chair 
and a former elementary school teacher, her-
self. “It’s extremely rewarding to watch a child 
learn something for the first time, see a group 
of students excited about something they 
want to share or to have a parent or former 
student, who is now grown offer a heartfelt 
‘thanks’ years later.”
Degree and certification programs offered 
by the Education Department are rooted in 
UD’s mission and built from the Core curricu-
lum’s foundation.
Karen Zeske, BA ’82, gifted and advanced 
academics coordinator for the Irving Inde-
pendent School District (ISD), appreciates 
the Core, the Rome program and Charity 
Week for their potential to create “thinkers, 
empathizers, learners and teachers.”
“Educating our youth becomes their mis-
sionary work,” said Zeske.
Nearby Jackie May Townsell Elementary 
School regularly hosts student teachers 
from UD.
“I love having the University of Dallas in 
Irving,” said Principal Angela Long.
Sometimes the missionary work begins 
before leaving UD. Andrea Jauregui, BA ’15, 
is coordinating a series of basic English lit-
eracy classes for Irving adults, which meets 
Monday evenings at Townsell.
“Ultimately, we want to hire as many UD 
graduates as possible, because without 
exception, they make outstanding teachers, 
are well-prepared and have great compas-
sion for our students,” said Neil Dugger, 
dean of Dallas Baptist University’s College 
of Education and a longtime administrator.
REWARDS OF THE HEART
UD alumni leave lasting legacies as educators
While teacher education at UD emphasizes the moral and 
ethical issues embedded within the profession, it also 
focuses on academic preparation through courses such 
as Child and Young Adult Literature. Students enrolled in 
the course examine the scope of literature for children and 
young adults and the principles necessary for a successful 
and fruitful literature program. The course intends to 
create a love for fine writing and a sensitivity to and 
appreciation for the relationships among art, music, drama 













“It’s hard not to love UD 
when so much love pours 
out to you from fellow 









Camille and Alex 
might not have 
these success 
stories to share. 
If you were or someone you 
know is one of the 94 percent of 
students who depend on financial 
assistance to attend UD, then 
pay that support forward to help 
more UD students like these.
Give to the University of Dallas 
Giving is easy. Simply use the 
envelope inserted in this issue or 
visit udallas.edu/corstories.
Cor Fund
“UD’s completely holistic 
approach to education has 
given me the opportunity 
to grow intellectually 
and spiritually as a 
unique individual while 
still keeping the greater 
community in mind.” 
Camille Salazar
Theology & Spanish 
Double Major
Future Educator
“I wanted a liberal arts 
education, but I also wanted 
to pursue chemistry. UD is 
the perfect blend. I stand by 
my decision to come to UD 




Future Law Student & 
Aspiring Patent Lawyer
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UNDERSTANDING IMAGINATION
The Author: Dennis Sepper, 
professor of philosophy and 
chair of the human sciences 
in the contemporary world 
program, re-examines 
the psychological and 
philosophical heritage of 
the idea of imagination and 
its importance for thinking, 
reasoning, making and acting. 
In a Nutshell: “Without 
imagination, there could be 
no complex pursuit of future 
goals, no moral or ethical 
action, no artistic or technical making, no asking meaningful 
questions, no scientific inquiry or knowledge, no intelligent 
mental activity whatsoever.”
Start Reading: Available in hardcover ($179) and as 
individual chapters ($29.95) from Springer.com. 
CRUEL BEAUTY
The Author: Rosamund 
Hodge, BA ’06, retells the story 
of “Beauty and the Beast” 
in the first of her two-novel 
deal with HarperCollins. 
Betrothed to the evil ruler of 
her kingdom, Nyx has always 
known her fate was to marry 
him, kill him and free her 
people from his tyranny. But 
when she moves into his castle, 
nothing is as she expected —
particularly her beguiling new 
husband.
In a Nutshell: “I was raised to marry a monster.”




LET THE UD COMMUNITY KNOW ABOUT YOUR PUBLISHED WORK. ARE YOU AN ALUMNUS OR FACULTY AUTHOR 
AND WANT US TO KNOW ABOUT IT? EMAIL ALUMNI RELATIONS AT UDALUM@UDALLAS.EDU. UDARTISTS &
WRITERS
HOME OF SONG
The Author: Paul Spring, BA ’11, who now resides in St. Cloud, Minn., 
recorded an album of children’s music that caught the fancy of National 
Public Radio’s (NPR) popular show, “All Things Considered.”
“Home of Song is an ode to books and stories, and to the families who 
nurture them. I don’t know if the family who reads and sings together stays 
together, but albums like this one make a convincing argument,” said NPR 
reviewer Stefan Shepherd.
In a Nutshell:  “I would jump in the Nile
  but I don’t like swimmin’ with crocodiles
  and I ain’t a fan of the Amazon
  I just wanna swim with Huck and Tom
  in the Mississippi River.”
Start Listening: Spring’s albums, including “Home of Song” ($15) and 
“State of the Union” ($10), a folk-rock album also released this year, are 
available for purchase on PaulSpringmusic.com.
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UD’s Distinguished Alumni 
Award recognizes alumni 
who demonstrate “sustained, 
distinguished accomplishment 
and contribution to any field 
of human endeavor” and is 
the highest honor the universi-
ty can bestow on an alum-
nus. The 2013 Distinguished 
Alumni Award recipients, who 
were honored at a reception 
and dinner in October during 
Alumni & Family Weekend, are 
Michelle Accardi, Bishop Mi-
chael Duca, Sonia Kirkpatrick 
and Michael Schwartz, who 
was honored posthumously.
Catholic Diocese of Shreve-
port (La.) Bishop Michael 
Duca, BA ’74 MDiv ’78, has 
dedicated his life to making 
the Gospel accessible to oth-
ers, especially young adults. 
Prior to answering Pope Benedict XVI’s call to 
lead the Shreveport diocese, he was rector of 
nearby Holy Trinity Seminary, which he attended 
from 1970 to 1978. 
Michelle Accardi, BA ’87, director of state 
policy and advocacy for the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards, first felt the call 
to educate children, especially those with disabil-
ities, while practicing law as a private sector at-
torney. Follow-
ing that calling, 
she became an 
elementary school 
teacher; her dedication 
and leadership were quickly recognized. Today, 
as a National Board Certified Teacher, she advo-
cates for special needs children nationwide. 
Motivated by her frustrations as the mother of 
a child on the autism spectrum, Sonia Kirkpat-
rick, MBA ’11, envisioned a clinic where children 
could be evaluated, diagnosed and treated by 
a multidisciplinary team of professionals in a 
single location. That concept is now PediaPlex, a 
Southlake clinic with more than a dozen health 
care professionals, which 
continues to grow under 
her leadership as its chief 
executive officer. 
A dedicated public 
servant and trailblazer in 
the pro-life and pro-fam-
ily movements, Michael 
Schwartz, BA ’72, unapol-
ogetically defended the 
family and the unborn 
for more than 35 years. 
Among his many accom-
plishments were starting the March for Life and 
serving U.S. Sen. Tom Coburn (R-Okla.) as his 
chief of staff in Washington, D.C., for eight years. 




Patricia Taggart Munro, BA ’63 MA ’68 PhD 
’90, presented a professional development 
session at the 2013 National Council of Teach-
ers of English Convention in Boston.  
1970s
John Bainard Cowan, BA ’70, the Louise 
Cowan Chair/Professor of Literature, present-
ed the keynote address, “Our Crucial Need for 
Physically Impossible Time,” at the 40th An-
nual Conference of the Arkansas Philological 
Association (APA). He was invited to deliver 
the address by Gregory Borse, BA ’87 MA ’92, 
who served as the meeting’s program chair 
and was elected vice president of the APA. 
Randolph Severson, BA ’75 PhD ’88, pub-
lished “A Catholic Soul Psychology.” It is his 
third book, along with a host of booklets 
and pamphlets, all of which are available on 
Amazon.com.
Mark Seitz, BA ’76 MDiv ’80 MA ’82, was 
installed as the bishop of El Paso by His Excel-
lency Gustavo Garcia-Siller, archbishop of San 
Antonio. 
Paula F. Sweeney, BA ’78, was recently  
named “Trial Lawyer of the Year” by the     
Dallas Bar Association.
1980s
Jeffry Mitchell, BA ’80, is the 2013-14 Artist in 
Residence, as well as an adjunct professor, at 
Seattle University.
Pat Pierret, BA ’82, co-hosted a lunch for 
UD alumni in August at Nolan Catholic High 
School in Fort Worth, Texas.
John Eastman, BA ’82, testified before the 
U.S. Senate during hearings related to the 
Internal Revenue Service’s handling of non-
profit organizations.
Dr. Kevin Wylie, BA ’82, was named chair of 
the Cook Children’s Physician Network.
Brian M. Conlon, MBA ’84, has decided to exit 
retirement and return to the securities industry 
as Inland Securities Corporation’s CEO.
Christine Curtsinger, BA ’84, and her husband 
adopted their second daughter last February. 
Tessa Mei Xun DeVries, who was born in 
Jiangxi Province, China, joins sister, Sara, also 
from Jiangxi Province. 
Eva Serrano, MBA ’86, was appointed by 
Gov. Pat Quinn to the Illinois Comprehensive 
Health Insurance Board.
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK facebook.com/udallasalumni¨¨
ALUMNINEWS
Steve Wilder, BA ’99 
MBA ’01, and Leigh 
Bonner Wilder, BA 
’00, were among 
more than 120 
others who attended 
UD’s Distinguished 
Alumni Awards 




W. Keefe greets 
NAB Member Gerry 
Jacob, BA ’97, and 
son, Andrew.
FRIENDS  l  MEMORIES  l  SUCCESSES
RECOGNIZE 
SOMEONE
Learn more about the 
Distinguished Alumni 
Awards nomination 
criteria and process. 
Then, nominate a 
deserving alumnus 
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Second Hand Smoke 
will play its first show 
in 14 years at the 
Groundhog 2014 Party 
in the Park in Irving 
on Feb. 1.
Photo: Jeff McWhorter
Spring 1997: Will Johnson, BA ’99, shared some 
early fruit of his blossoming songwriting skills with 
fellow guitarist Terry Landry, BA ’00. Eager to team 
up, they enlisted two other students, Jon Bird, BA 
’99, on bass and Pierre Dupree, BA ’99, on drums  
to become Second Hand Smoke. 
A few months later, Jeff Brignac, the only 
one who wasn’t a UD student, joined the 
band. The group, with its Led Zeppelin, 
Lynyrd Skynyrd and Stevie Ray Vaughn 
influences, spent the next two years playing 
UD’s music scene: the Rat, Mallapalooza   
and others. 
Today, all five band members are married 
with children and have day jobs, but they 
still managed to reunite and record a new 
album this past year. The album, produced 
by Dupree with nine new tracks, is titled 
“You’re Welcome,” in response, according to 
Johnson, to legions of loyal fans who have 
been waiting patiently for almost a decade 
and a half.
A SUCCESSFUL NORTH TEXAS GIVING DAY
Jose Santiago Molina, BA ’86 MBA ’87, and 
Felipe Bosch, MBA ’89, hosted the 10th 
ENADE (Encuentro Nacional de Empresarios). 
Ernesto Zedillo, former president of Mexico, 
and Otto Perez, president of Guatemala, 
spoke at the event.
Gregory Borse, BA ’87 MA ’92, is editor of The 
Philological Review, a peer-reviewed scholarly 
journal devoted to literary analysis across all 
genres and literary/historical periods.
Jennifer (Smithers) Marten, BA ’87, was a 
guest blogger for the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards. 
Linda Koscso Johnson, MBA ’87, is executive 
director of College and Career Readiness for 
the Dallas Independent School District.
Denise Bike, BA ’89, earned a doctorate in 
counseling psychology from the University    
of Missouri.
1990s
Jorge Calderon, MBA ’91, was named a Dallas 
Business Journal Minority Business Leader.
Scott Filimon, BA ’92, was awarded Fidelity 
Institutional’s semiannual Leadership Award.
Felix Sternfels, BA ’92, and his wife, Kathleen, 
had their fifth child last June. Her name is 
Anne Helen Rosalia. 
Mary Catherine Brigden Cowart, BA ’92, has 
published a book she has been working on for 
more than 10 years. “Agnes of Rome,” inspired 
after she learned of St. Agnes in 1990 during 
her Rome semester, is a historical fiction 
account of the last years of St. Agnes’ brief life.
Dina (Feil) O’Leary, BA ’93 MBA ’99, and 
husband, Rick (brother of Denis ’93 and Celine 
’95), had their third child, Declan Richard. 
Glenn Backus, MBA ’94, was promoted to 
president of Alternative Service Concepts.
Lloyd Lowe, MBA ’95, was named to the 
International Association of Registered 
Financial Consultants Board of Directors.
Patrick S. Roberts, BA ’97, is an associate 
professor for the Center for Public 
Administration and Policy and associate chair 
and program director for CPAP Northern 
Virginia, School of Public and International 
Affairs, Virginia Tech. His book, “Disasters 
and the American State: How Politicians, 
Bureaucrats, and the Public Prepare for the 
Unexpected,” was published in September.
Kyle Lemieux’s, BA ’98, theater company, 
Dallas Actor’s Lab, received the DFW Theater 
Critics Forum Award.
Christine (Sustek) Williams, BA ’98,            
was promoted to associate professor at      
Lee University.
Burke Ingraffia, MA ’99, is teaching Web 
development and Internet technologies at 
the College of Music and Fine Arts at Loyola 
University in New Orleans. Burke’s music is 






raised per hour 
(+2.6 percentage points)
TOTAL RAISED FROM ONLINE GIFTS 








Rank among other 
area universities 
(based on total raised)
1
43%
Thanks to generous UD supporters, the university realized a 54 percent increase in 
total gifts and a 158 percent increase in dollars donated over 2012 during the Sept. 19 
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1.  Judith (Ostermann), BA ’87, and 
husband Gerry Jacob, BA ’87, enjoy the 
Distinguished Alumni Awards Dinner.
2.  On the first weekend in October, UD 
welcomed more than 900 alumni and 
family members of both alumni and 
current students to the Irving campus.
3.  Elaine, BS ’88, and James Gilman, BA 
’88, Robert Rooney, BA ’88, and Fabius 
Bascon, BA ’88 MBA ’90, celebrate their 
25th reunion year.
4.  Golden Crusaders, Rick Kelly, BA ’63, and 
Patricia and Patrick O’Hagan, both BA 
’63, celebrate their 50th reunion year by 
catching up in Haggar University Center.
5. President Thomas W. Keefe, Executive 
Vice President Robert Galecke, Guest 
of Honor Gene Vilfordi and Board of 
Trustees Chair Frank Hubach Jr. break 
ground on the final phase of UD’s $4.2 
million Campus Transformation project.
6.  Golden Crusaders, undeterred by the 
rain outside, gather at the Las Colinas 
Country Club for dinner and good 
company.
7.  Friends and families stroll around 
campus, giving the little ones a tour of 
their possible future alma mater.
8.  Professor of English Gerard Wegemer 
pays special attention to a potential 
future Crusader as he welcomes alumni 
and families to campus. 
9.  Once again, rugby alumni take the 
students to school, beating them 16 to 2 
in the annual alumni/student match.
10.  Laughter and good conversation abound 
when UD friends and classmates reunite.   
PHOTO ALBUM
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2000s
Irvin Ashford Jr., MBA ’00, was featured in the 
Dallas Morning News article “‘The Blind Side,’ 
Dallas-style.” He is a senior vice president with 
Comerica Bank.
Josh Skinner, BA ’00, was named for the 
fourth consecutive year to the Texas Rising 
Stars list of Dallas-based law firm Fanning 
Harper Martinson Brandt & Kutchin, P.C.
Monika Miller, BA ’01, is teaching Corporate 
Treasury Management as an adjunct in the 
Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Business. 
She is currently the senior treasury manager 
at Fluor.
Lucas J. Sifuentes, BA ’01 MBA ’06, is director 
of enrollment management at the National 
Labor College in the Washington, D.C., metro 
area. He oversees the offices of admission and 
financial aid. 
Dr. John Stirton, BA ’02 MBA ’03, joined the 
Alton Orthopedic Clinic.
Jean (Rekowski), BA ’03, and Matthew 
Garcia, BA ’03, had a baby.
David Timler, BA ’03, completed the 
University of Kansas School of Medicine-
Wichita Family Medicine Residency Program.
Chad Blando, BA ’03 MBA ’07, was awarded 
the 2013 President’s Award from Mercedes-
Benz Financial Services — the award is given 
for excellence in innovation and leadership.
Chad, BA ’03 MBA ’07, and Monica (Marroy) 
Blando, BA ’97, welcomed their fifth child, 
Mary Margaret, last July.
Jose Basurto, MBA ’04, is now the SSI and 
STEM Program coordinator at Irving ISD.
Amy Louise Turner (Sr. Louise Marie), BA ’07, 
took her First Vows with the Slaves of the 
Immaculate Heart of Mary at St. Benedict’s 
Center in Still River, Mass. 
Alaina Zachmann, BA ’07, made her first 
profession with the Daughters of Mary Help of 
Christians, Salesian Sisters of St. John Bosco.
Thomas Fagan, BA ’07, is now a financial 
specialist at PNC Bank.
Elizabeth (Hoelkinger), BA ’07, and Matthew 
Fisher, MH ’07, welcomed their first child, 
John Paschal, on Easter Sunday 2013.
Loreena Garica, BA ’07, is an independent 
consultant for On Your Mark.
Nichole Plagens, BA ’07, joined Fanning 
Harper Martinson Brandt & Kutchin as an 
associate in the firm’s Local Government 
Defense Law practice.
Benjamin Lowery, BA ’09, painted the movie 
poster for “Ain’t Them Bodies Saints,” which 
was shown at the Sundance Film Festival.
Br. Leo (Drew) Johnson, BA ’08, received the 
habit of St. Dominic in August and entered 
the Novitiate in Denver for the Central 
Province of the Order of Preachers. 
Four new members were recently welcomed 
to UD’s National Alumni Board (NAB):
Andrew Farley, BA ’99, is owner of Crown 
Kitchens & Bath Remodeling and a father of 10. 
Brandon Kenney, BA ’07, is a LEED Green 
associate at Fischer & Co. He played soccer 
at UD and is an active volunteer in the soccer 
alumni organization. 
Maureen Greenwood, ’11, is an artist and 
volunteers for various organizations and events, 
including the UD Ministry Conference.
Paul Lanari, BA ’11, has been instrumental in 
motivating his classmates to give during the 
Cor Challenge the last two years. His efforts 
resulted in the Class of 2011 attaining the honor 
of highest participation rate. 
As NAB members, all four will serve on 
the Distinguished Alumni Awards Dinner 
Committee. In addition, Farley will co-chair the 
Communications Committee and Lanari will 
serve on the Student Relations and Scholarship 
Committee.
ALUMNI BOARD WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS
One of the most important gifts an alumnus can give is 
participation. Help lead your class, college or club by 
volunteering as a Cor Leader for the Cor Challenge, May 
8-10. Your support will help increase UD’s participation rate 
for three consecutive years. Email Leah Looten at llooten@










JOIN US FOR LA VACANZA
May 22-26, 2014
ROMANA
• Celebrate the Eugene Constantin Campus 20th anniversary 
• Embrace Roman culture at Due Santi
• Visit the Galleria Borghese, Forum, Appia Antica and Ara Pacis 
• Attend Mass at the Vatican
Learn more. Contact Alumni Relations at 972-721-5133. Pricing available by request.
Celebrate.
  Commemorate.
     Connect.
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Scenes from alumni 
events in DFW, Houston, 
NYC and St. Louis
1.  Jeff Mobus, BA ’90, and Jim Maleady, 
BA ’88, listen in as Associate Provost 
John Norris, BA ’84, describes the 
Saint-Guilhem Cloister in New York City.
2.  Alumni relive the Rome semester at the 
Dallas Museum of Art’s The Body Beauti-
ful exhibit with Professor Emeritus of Art 
Lyle Novinski as their guide.
3.  Paul, BA ’11, and Mary Lanari, BA ’11, show 
off their future Crusader at the St. Louis 
Pool Party.
4.  Seventy-five soon-to-be graduates of the 
Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Busi-
ness also will soon become part of the UD 
alumni network. 
5.  Another great play on the part of alumni 
baseball players during an exhibition 
game in October.
6.  David Azerrad, MA ’07, packs in a crowd 
of students for a panel during Profession-
al Viewpoints.
7.  Derek Yoder, BA ’11, shows his UD pride 
during the DFW brewery tour.
8.  Scary or cute. Homemade or store-
bought. No matter the costume, all kids 
were wearing smiles during the RHA 
Trick-or-Treat Tour.
9.  Golden Crusaders, Patricia Munro, BA ’63, 
and Charlene Volpert, BA ’63, walk down 
memory lane with their yearbook.
10.   Professor of Theology Mark Lowery enter-
tains those attending the Politics Depart-
ment’s annual Constitution Day Dinner.
11.    Bridgid Stauduhar, BA ’11, her future Cru-
sader and Pete Blute, BA ’82, head back 
to the “classroom” at the Houston Zoo.
12.   Groundhog proud! Becca Garcia (BA) 
Lyndsay Joson (BS) and Juliet Huynh 
(BA) represent the Class of 2010 during 
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Kate Wyman, BA ’08, started The Grove 
Street Press. 
Kelly Darmer, BA ’09, joined the Government 
Affairs team at Edison Electric Institute in 
Washington, D.C., where she will be working 
on cybersecurity and energy efficiency issues.
Tommy, BA ’09, and Mariana (Carbonell) 
Ryan, BA ’09, welcomed their first son, 
Joseph Alvaro, on Aug. 18, 2013.
Clay Ramsey, MBA ’09, has formed a “UD 
GSM-inspired company,” Tetrahedron LLC, 
which focuses on data/information security.
Martha (Henderson), BA ’09, and Jacob 
Reilly, BA ’13, announced the birth of 
Sebastian John Conrad last May in Dallas. 
Annette Borchard, BS ’09, took her first 
profession of vows with the Franciscan 
Daughters of Mary on Saturday, June 8, in 
Covington, Ky. She took the name Sr. Clare 
Marie of the Holy Eucharist.
Moria Hyde, BA ’09, is a teacher at Pioneer 
Classical School, a one-room school in 
Wyoming. 
Lizzie Griffin Smith, BA ’09, was promoted to 
UD’s director of admission.
Brigid Manion (Sister Mary Eileen), BA ’10, 
took her first profession with the Nashville 
Dominicans and will be starting a master’s 
degree program in education to teach middle 
and high school English. 
James Gilman, MBA ’10, is teaching 
Intermediate Managerial Finance as an 
adjunct in the Satish & Yasmin Gupta College 
of Business. He is an assistant vice president 
of finance at Citi.
Mary Camille Izlar, BA ’10, wrote “Harvard 
Summer Program Recommendations Come at 
Hefty Cost” for Bloomberg.com.
Mark Lemke, MBA ’10, is teaching Purchasing 
& Materials Management as an adjunct in the 
Satish & Yasmin Gupta College of Business. He 
is a procurement manager at Bell Helicopter.
Marisa Gerdano, BA ’11, served as the overall 
editor of the Level of Development (LOD) 
Specification for a nationwide group of 
building information modeling users.
Billy, BS ’11, and Renee (Yackley) Gibula, BA 
’11, had their first child, Amelia Joy Gibula, on 
July 20, 2013.
Chris Kellerman, MA ’11, and Jon Polce, BA 
’09, are second-year novices for the Missouri 
and New Orleans Jesuit Provinces and 
pronounced their vows in August. 
Kelli Fuentes, BA ’11, and Kurtis Baker, BA ’11, 
were married last July at St. Joseph’s Catholic 
Church in Richardson, Texas. 
Gabbi Chee, BA ’11, wrote her first cover 
story, “The Every Day Action Hero,” which 
was published in the November 2013 issue of 
Southwest Airlines’ Spirit Magazine.
Jesse, BA ’11, and Philip Carkhuff, BA ’11, had 





HELPING TO SAVE 
THE PLANET TOO?
We want to hear from 
other UD alumni like Sara, 
Molly and both Johns. 
Email your story to 
udalum@udallas.edu.
Protecting Renewable Resources
As a consultant with Energy Rising 
International, Sara (Franklin) Lake, BA ’02, 
advises the U.S. Department of Defense and 
The Pentagon, among others, on issues related 
to renewable energy and the environment. 
“My jobs have spanned from renewable 
energy technology assessments to 
environmental policy analysis to programmatic 
energy management. I also volunteer on the 
side to support environmental causes and a 
Honduran nonprofit,” said Lake, who majored 
in English but was one of the first to earn UD’s 
concentration in environmental science.
In Pursuit of the Vanishing Ocelot
John Leonard, BA ’04, spends cooler months 
trapping and tracking ocelots, bobcats and 
coyotes as he pursues a doctorate in wildlife 
sciences at Texas A&M University-Kingsville. 
He’s also working on a genetics project using 
historical and current ocelot samples.
“The global loss of biodiversity has always 
been an issue about which I’ve cared deeply,” 
said Leonard. “Day to day, it can often be 
difficult to see how my work is directly helping 
the country’s ocelot population, but I know 
conserving this species is impossible without 
quality scientific research.”
Improving Food Supplies
John Leslie, BA ’75, 
wrote the book on 
Fusarium, a genus of fungi 
known for contaminating 
grain supplies, particularly 
in developing countries. 
“Reducing damage 
caused by these fungi is important because 
it results in more food and grain to eat and 
reduces mycotoxin contamination in staple 
grains, especially in Third World settings,” said 
Leslie, a University Distinguished Professor 
who heads Kansas State University’s Plant 
Pathology Department. 
He has devoted his career to researching 
such plant pathogens, training more than 500 
scientists to work with these fungi.
Opening Eyes to Nature
Molly (Barger) 
Steinwald, BS ’99, wears 
many hats at Phipps 
Conservatory and 
Botanical Gardens in 
Pittsburgh. As director 
of science education and research, she 
reaches students of widely varying ages from 
kindergartners who participate in children’s 
education programs to graduate students 
through field trips, site visits, internships and 
research projects. She also offers professional 
development programs to educators.
“Much of my work focuses on building 
effective and long-term relationships with local 
to national academic, social service and cultural 
institutions, as well as funding bodies across 
disciplines to better the environment and 
society,” said Steinwald. “I’m able to help others 
overcome the idea that people are apart from 
nature, that ‘nature’ is something far away and 
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MY (PHOENIX): MAKE AN ALUMNI CONNECTION IN THE VALLEY
A growing number of alumni live in the Phoenix area, making it 
one of the top hubs in the United States for UD graduates.
THE GREAT OUTDOORS: REQUIRED ACTIVITY
The consensus seems to be anything 
outdoorsy; nearby are South 
Mountain Park and Camelback 
Mountain, with trails for hiking, 
horseback riding, mountain biking 
and much more. 
DESERT BOTANICAL GARDENS OR 
ANY MOUNTAIN. THE HIKING HERE 
IS REALLY ENJOYABLE.
-EMILY HYDE, BA ’04 MH ’08
NATURAL PARKS. BOTANICAL 
GARDENS. CHASE FIELD — WHERE 
THE PHOENIX SUNS PLAY.
-TANISHA WASHINGTON, MBA ’03
Phoenix is also a good place to be 
either a participant in or a spectator 
of various sports.
COME TO PHOENIX IN MARCH...
HIT UP A FEW SPRING TRAINING 
GAMES AND PERHAPS A ROUND 
OF GOLF.










GETTING INVOLVED WITH OTHER 
PHOENIX ALUMNI 
Go to annual events put on by UD.
 -PETER BURCH, BA ’03
Around St. Patrick’s Day, make sure you swing by 
alum Pete Burch’s block party for a memorable 
walk into Ireland with pub and all. Voted by all 
local UDers the best party in town.
 -LUKE SPEIER, BA ’00
Start by going to our Groundhog celebration.
 -EMILY HYDE, BA ’04 MH ’08
Ensure that you’re invited to the next UD event 
held in Phoenix. Keep your contact information, 
including email addresses, up to date by visiting 
alumni.udallas.edu. 
SCOTTSDALE
“Scottsdale for the shopping.” (According to the 
Scottsdale Convention & Visitors Bureau, “If shop-
ping was a sport, making it to Scottsdale would be 
like earning a spot at the Olympics.”)
-TANISHA WASHINGTON, MBA ’03
...a Great Hearts school. 
 -PETER BURCH, BA ’03
...any Great Hearts Academy interviewing 
for a teaching job. But in all seriousness, I 
have run into many UD alumni at the Duce 
(a 1928 warehouse turned bar/restaurant/
coffeehouse/soda fountain/organic produce 
stand/retro clothing store/gym) in downtown 
Phoenix. 
 -EMILY HYDE, BA ’04 MH ’08
...the weddings of one of the many alumni 
who call Phoenix home.
 -LUKE SPEIER, BA ’00
LOOK FOR UD ALUMNI AT...
UD Phoenicians love patio restaurants: the Fillmore Vig Bar 
and Grill, Windsor and The Yard, which is actually a cluster 
of restaurants with a large central area in the middle, full of 
games such as “bag ball,” Ping Pong and foosball.
Also popular are kid-friendly spots such as St. Francis, 
where kids eat free, and Scramble, which passes out Wikki 
Stix to keep kids entertained (and had a write-up in Catholic 
Phoenix a few years ago for both its kid-friendliness and its eggs Benedict).
NEXT FEATURED CITY: HOUSTON
Our next featured city will be Houston. If you live 
in the Houston area, email udalum@udallas.edu for 
details on how you can share your favorite off-the-
beaten-track restaurants, hang-out spots and tour-
ist attractions, the most common places to run into 
fellow UD alumni and the best ways to get involved 
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The University of Dallas prides itself on 
being a community of faith with rigorous 
academics, where approximately 26 percent 
of undergraduates are student-athletes and 
an even smaller population are seminarians.
Jon Miskin, a native of Little Rock, Ark., is 
not only a sophomore midfielder on the men’s 
soccer team, but he attends Holy Trinity 
Seminary as an aspiring Roman Catholic 
priest.
One of 74 currently enrolled in the 
seminarian program, Miskin noted the four 
pillars of formation (spiritual, intellectual, 
pastoral and human) when describing the 
curriculum.
“The intellectual formation is taken care 
of by the University of Dallas,” Miskin said. 
“All the other pillars are formed by the 
seminary. One of the things that I really love 
about formation here at Holy Trinity is the 
fraternity of men. Every man here is devoting 
his life to finding the will of God. I have been 
able to really grow in all areas of formation 
just through the friendships that have been 
formed in the seminary. I have yet to go a 
day in the seminary in which I have not heard 
laughter in the halls. There is simply a joy   
that radiates here. That is what I love about 
Holy Trinity.”
A man of faith and strong devotion, Miskin 
shared what inspired him to become a man of 
the cloth.
“I believe that God is asking me to be His 
priest, and so I am here. Up until my senior 
year of high school, I was convinced that 
my life was going to be filled with a normal 
college experience followed by getting a 
normal job, getting married and having a 
family. I was so focused on what I wanted. But 
God showed me that in following His will, I 
will find the greatest joy that I can experience. 
That joy, I have found, is in bringing the light 
of Christ into someone’s life.”
Obligations as a seminarian and student, 
including philanthropic work, make it 
difficult for him to attend many men’s soccer 
practices and away games. Still, Miskin is able 
to take part in the sport he loves and in which 
he excels because of 11th-year Head Coach 
David Hoffmann’s flexibility and the team’s 
understanding.
“If there is one thing about me,” Miskin said, 
“it is that I am very competitive, thanks to 
my two older brothers. The team allows me 
to focus my competitive energy in a positive 
way and just have fun. I mean, that is what the 
game is all about anyway. I have really loved 
getting to know the guys on the team and 
making some new friends.”
After graduating in two years, Miskin 
hopes “by the grace of God” to continue his 
education and formation in order to serve in 
the Church as a priest.
Aspiring priest takes to the field for men’s soccer
‘FOOTBALL’ SEMINARIAN
Men’s soccer midfielder and seminarian 






















A soccer dynasty is being built by a family of soccer 
goalkeepers: the Hasson family, including Mike, BA ’07, 
Brigid, BA ’14 (LEFT), and P.J., BA ’17 (RIGHT).
In November, Mike was inducted into the University 
of Dallas Athletics Hall of Fame for helping the men’s 
soccer team claim the 2007 Association of Division III 
Independents Championship with a 17-1-1 record.
Following in her brother’s footsteps, Brigid was a four-
year letter winner and three-time Team MVP with a school-
record 471 saves and a number of other accolades. And  
P.J. kicked off his collegiate career by starting 17 games.
Not enough? Younger brothers J.P. and Packy play as 
well, although the goalkeeper trend may be in danger.
“J.P., who is next in line after P.J., plays goalkeeper and 
center back,” Brigid said. “Packy, the youngest, plays in the 
field, which is actually convenient; we needed someone to 
take shots on us.” 
ATHLETICS 
HALL OF FAME 
CLASS OF 2013










DYNASTY IN THE MAKING
FINALWORD
The alumni of the University of 
Dallas were attracted to the university 
for a great variety of reasons. Some 
came for a specific feature of the 
curriculum; some came because 
UD was close to home; some came 
because a semester in Rome sounded 
like fun (and it was). I would have 
to say that the university attracts 
students with many different kinds 
of intelligence, but if asked what kind 
of intelligence UD fosters, my answer 
would be much more certain.
A well-chosen motto sums up the 
character of an institution, and in the 
case of the University of Dallas, our 
motto serves as insight into the kind 
of intelligence UD fosters: “Veritatem 
Justitiam Diligite” — “Love Truth and 
Justice” or more loosely translated 
(as many of us remember from our 
graduation programs) “Seek After 
Justice Through Truth.” According 
to the university’s website, this is a 
conflation of Zechariah 8:8 and 8:19; 
as a medievalist, I also hear echoes of 
Dante’s Paradiso 18.91, 93, when the 
souls in the sphere of Jupiter quote 
the opening line of the Wisdom of 
Solomon: “Diligite iustitiam qui 
judicatis terram,” “Love justice you 
who judge the earth.” Regardless 
of its origins, it brings together 
speculation with action: To seek after 
truth is a contemplative act; to seek 
after justice, a social and political act. 
This union of the life of the mind 
with the life of the city is the kind of 
intelligence that UD has fostered in 
its curriculum from its origins up to 
the present day.
It is not enough merely to know 
what is true; the liberally educated 
person must then put this knowledge 
into practice. On the other hand, 
a purely active, utilitarian outlook 
kills souls and civilizations: We are 
among a minority of institutions that 
expects its graduates not only to act, 
but also to sit still, because wisdom is 
attained only through attentive quiet 
and listening. The Core curriculum 
and majors seek to produce CEOs 
who love Shakespeare, youth 
ministers who love Aquinas, and 
parents, spouses and priests who 
can contemplate their actions and 
act informed by contemplation. 
By attending to both the personal 
and public good, UD has created 
graduates who are actual leaders in 
their fields and their communities. 
It has cultivated characters who are 
worth admiring because of their 
active and contemplative intelligence.
— Sean Lewis, BA ’03, is an assistant 
professor of humanities at Wyoming 
Catholic College, a four-year liberal 
arts college located in Lander, Wyo. 
While a student at UD, he majored 
in English and was a member of 
the university’s liturgical choir, 
Collegium Cantorum. He is married 
to Rebecca (Horvath) Lewis, BA ’05. 
INTELLIGENCE IN, INTELLIGENCE OUT
When I was asked to consider the question 
of what kind of intelligence the University 
of Dallas attracts and fosters, I was 
immediately struck by the fact that the 
former part of that question is much harder 













Although students are attracted to UD for various reasons, UD 




















1845 E Northgate Dr
Irving TX 75062-4736





Irving Party in  
the Park 
Alumni Party 
in the Rat 
Sponsored by Woodchuck
Visit alumni.udallas.edu/
groundhog for dates and 









If there’s already a party 
planned in your area, 
reserve your spot today. 
RSVP at alumni.udallas.
edu/groundhog
Don’t see your city? 
Want to host a party? 
Contact Kate Bergez or 
Leah Looten in the 
Office of Alumni Relations 
udalum@udallas.edu 
972-721-5134
Learn more about other alumni 
events and stories. Follow us at 
facebook.com/udallasalumni.
WHERE WILL YOU BE
FOR HIS SHADOW?




New York City 
Phoenix
St. Louis
Washington, D.C.
